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Market Commentary

Recommended Investment:
Hipgnosis Songs Fund

Exchange. It offers a pure-play exposure to song royalties, useful for investors looking to diversify their 

of $2.7bn. The portfolio contains some of the most successful and culturally important songs of all time 
with 156 Grammy Awards, 3,854 number-one records, 14,381 top-ten records and 52 of Rolling Stone’s 
‘500 Greatest Songs of All Time’. Over 80% of the portfolio consists of songs from the rock, pop and R&B 

Hot Chili Peppers, Kaiser Chiefs and Christine McVie. The trust’s revenues predominantly derive from:

i-streaming royalties - when a song is streamed via a platform like Spotify;
ii-performance royalties - when a song is played on the radio, TV, or live in concert;

iv-mechanical royalties - revenue from physical sales of records, CDs, and digital downloads.

of the 304 songs that have achieved a billion streams on Spotify. The last four years have seen subscriber 
numbers for music streaming services grow from 35 million to over 500 million, and there are forecasts 
for this to reach 2 billion by the end of the decade. These revenue streams generate income for investors, 
with the trust offering a 6.25% dividend yield.

The capital growth element comes from music catalogues increasing in value over time. At 31st March 

to the independent valuer’s assessment of the portfolio, which gives a multiple of 20.1x. In our view, this 

‘cost’ is the in-house management team.

Board. The settlement determined in 2017 and referred to as ‘CRB III’ allows for an incremental increase in 
the statutory minimum paid to songwriters by streaming services, which has risen from 10.5% of revenues 
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that hedges most of its interest rate exposure. It has also initiated a share buyback programme designed 

therefore think it unlikely that the disparity between its share price and net asset value will permanently 
persist.

the fund a strong buy.


